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Pesto is the freshest way to add flavor, aroma, taste, and goodness to any cooking. We have
gathered 30 excellent, simple green, and healthy pesto recipes with sides to take meal times up
a notch. Whether it is pizza, pasta, grilled, baked, boil, sauté, and fried, pesto is an easy way to
spice up your food. Let's dive in!In this book, you will discover:- Stuffed Mozzarella Pesto
Chicken Breast- Fried Calamari with Green pesto- Pizza Pesto- Hassleback potatoes with
Broccoli-Basil Pesto- Yuzu Kosho Pesto with grilled Butterfly Shrimp- Cauliflower Rice Pesto-
Lemon Pesto GnocchiAnd so much more!To get started, simply scroll to the top of the page and
click the "Buy now with 1-Click" button!

“From an Instagram blog on healthy eating comes a very interesting collection of recipes
intended for all kinds of audiences. Though Vietnam-born Nguyen has no nutritional credentials,
she compensates by providing a shopping basket full of tips, notes, and easy-to-emulate dishes.
What’s more, she’s refreshingly forthright about her lifestyle philosophy and her own encounters
with food. Readers will be drawn into her life almost instantly as she begins the book with a
preface chronicling a day in her life. The book’s real guts are in the recipe pages. All are fairly
quick to make in an oven, on the stovetop, in a slow cooker, or via the refrigerator, and although
there are no calorie counts, 'healthy' is the key word here, showcased in recipes for carrot leek
soup, stuffed quinoa bell peppers, and turkey sloppy joes. Notes, such as 'don’t store tomatoes
in the refrigerator because they’ll get mealy and mushy,' accompany almost every recipe.
Nguyen is a great spokeswoman for everything in moderation.” —Booklist"My's recipes are
mouth-watering, beautiful, and so nourishing for your body! She knows what it takes to make
cooking easy and healthy for anyone with a busy schedule. So, no excuses!" —Cassey Ho,
creator of POP Pilates"This book makes it seem so simple—eating healthy for the entire family.
After reading, anyone can make delicious and nutritious meals that their family will love!" —Kelly
Plowe, MS, RD, CSSD, Livestrong.com dietitian and nutrition expert"My Healthy Dish is my go-
to resource for simple meal recipes that my entire family loves. I love how flavorful and quick the
recipes are. Not only are the ingredients easy to find at my local grocery store, but this book
makes healthy eating a part of my everyday lifestyle." —Jadah Sellner, author and cofounder of
Simple Green Smoothies"My Healthy Dish brings cookable recipes for the busy but health-
conscious mom. The ingredients are often what you already have in your pantry, the directions
are simple, and the entire family enjoys it. Finally, an easy cookbook for an everyday working
family." —Maria Kang, founder of No Excuse Mom and author of The No More Excuses
Diet“From an Instagram blog on healthy eating comes a very interesting collection of recipes
intended for all kinds of audiences. Though Vietnam-born Nguyen has no nutritional credentials,
she compensates by providing a shopping basket full of tips, notes, and easy-to-emulate dishes.



What’s more, she’s refreshingly forthright about her lifestyle philosophy and her own encounters
with food. Readers will be drawn into her life almost instantly as she begins the book with a
preface chronicling a day in her life. The book’s real guts are in the recipe pages. All are fairly
quick to make in an oven, on the stovetop, in a slow cooker, or via the refrigerator, and although
there are no calorie counts, 'healthy' is the key word here, showcased in recipes for carrot leek
soup, stuffed quinoa bell peppers, and turkey sloppy joes. Notes, such as 'don’t store tomatoes
in the refrigerator because they’ll get mealy and mushy,' accompany almost every recipe.
Nguyen is a great spokeswoman for everything in moderation.” —Booklist"My's recipes are
mouth-watering, beautiful, and so nourishing for your body! She knows what it takes to make
cooking easy and healthy for anyone with a busy schedule. So, no excuses!" —Cassey Ho,
creator of POP Pilates"This book makes it seem so simple—eating healthy for the entire family.
After reading, anyone can make delicious and nutritious meals that their family will love!" —Kelly
Plowe, MS, RD, CSSD, Livestrong.com dietitian and nutrition expert"My Healthy Dish is my go-
to resource for simple meal recipes that my entire family loves. I love how flavorful and quick the
recipes are. Not only are the ingredients easy to find at my local grocery store, but this book
makes healthy eating a part of my everyday lifestyle." —Jadah Sellner, author and cofounder of
Simple Green Smoothies"My Healthy Dish brings cookable recipes for the busy but health-
conscious mom. The ingredients are often what you already have in your pantry, the directions
are simple, and the entire family enjoys it. Finally, an easy cookbook for an everyday working
family." —Maria Kang, founder of No Excuse Mom and author of The No More Excuses
DietAbout the AuthorMy Nguyen graduated from California State University with a degree in
communications, but she learned about cooking and food styling while working in her family’s
restaurant. Though the restaurant closed, she has maintained that knowledge, applying it to her
popular Instagram account and corresponding blog, My Healthy Dish, which now have more
than one million followers and subscribers. My, her husband, and her twin daughters reside in
California. Follow My on Instagram @myhealthydish_ --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Introducti onPesto is the freshest method for adding flavor, fragrance, taste, and goodness to
any cooking. We have accumulated 30 astounding, straightforward green and sound pesto plans
with sides to take feast times up a score. Regardless of whether it is pizza, pasta, barbecued,
heated, bubble, sauté, and singed, pesto is a simple method for brightening up your food. How
about we jump in!1. Stuffed Mozzarella Pesto Chicken BreastWhat could be superior to chicken,
sweet-smelling pesto, and versatile cheddar? This is the best formula to try!Serve 4Cook time
40 minutesIngredients6 mozzarella cheese slices2 cups already made homemade basil –pine
nutpesto 4 chicken breasts – with skin1 chili pepper cut in stripes1 tsp paprika, garlic, ginger,
and onionpowder Salt and pepperMethodBeat the chicken bosom with the malletSeason with
the flavor powder blend and salt pepperSpread the pesto and layer with cheddar and add more
pesto and utilize a toothpick hold the edgesPlace the pieces over the baking plateBaking until
the chicken is donehowever not dry2. Fried Calamari with Green pestoPesto and fish are a
mouth-licking finger food. I ensure that this dish will be your new favorite!Serve 4Cook time 30
minutesIngredients1 packed frozen calamari2 cups mixed tempura batter½ cup olive oil1cup
pitted ripeolive 4 clovesgarlic3 cups fresh basilSalt and blackpepperCrumbled feta cheese as
desireMethodThaw the calamari and dunk into the tempuraplayer Fry them until fresh and
brownAdd the olive oil, olives, garlic, basil, and seasoningBlend until smooth, add the feta
cheddar, and blend untilconsolidated Pour in a bowl and Serve3. Pizza PestoPizza everybody?
The Italian beginning pizza for you all.Serve 4Cook time 12 minutesIngredients12 cherry
tomatoes6 mozzarellaslices 1 cupbasil pesto½ cup sweetcorn 6 baconslices4 portabella
mushroomssliced Salt and pepper
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